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Schema-based learning (SBL) builds on the schema theory of The Metaphorical 
Brain 2 (TMB2) in a number of ways. In SBL we incorporate not only schemas which 
provide units of interaction of the organism with its environment, but also predictive 
schemas reflecting expectations about those interactions. These internal models exist at 
all levels of granularity forming a hierarchical network of schemas. Schemas as generic 
specifications go beyond any specific implementation (neural networks in particular). Thus, 
the definition of schemas must be general enough so that it applies to a whole variety 
of possible implementations. There have been several attempts at formalizing schemas. 
Lyons and Arbib [7] formalized schemas as port automata and Corbacho and Arbib 
[4] extended this formalization by including activity variables for each port automaton 
along with the corresponding dynamics. Since schemas must be general by definition 
we claim the “power” comes from the operations at this schema level. For instance. 
SBL includes schema instantiation, schema assertion by distributed competitive and 
cooperative dynamics over the schemas activity variables, schema tuning and schema 
construction (where predictive schemas play a very important role in deciding when to 
construct a new schema). 
Arbib asserts that “schema theory attempts to bridge between structure and function 
at the highest level”. A schema may refer to either a set of regularities in observed 
behavior or the internal mechanisms which give rise to such regularities. In analyzing 
a living system we mostly refer to the first. In designing (synthesizing) a system we 
must provide the second, i.e., provide internal mechanisms. The ultimate challenge is 
to match both. Hanson argues that “one might posit different types of schemas, ones 
perhaps that vary in abstractness or perhaps have some domain or topic dependency ...‘I. and 
indeed SBL introduces several types of schemas: perceptual, motor, sensorimotor, goal and 
predictive schemas. Current extensions on progress also include autonomous construction 
of incrementally abstract schemas grounded on more primitive sensorimotor schemas, 
much in the way Piaget [9] described the appearance of more abstract schemas along the 
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developmental stages in children. These different types of schemas also exist at all levels 
of granularity. Moreover, where Hanson argues that “what seems to be avoided here are 
serious issues of Generalization . ..” we respond that a schema by definition represents what 
is stable and generalizable over variability-becoming precise through parameterization 
and adaptation. The “bottom” or “inner” schema generalization mechanisms depend on 
the particular implementation of the schema (e.g., artificial neural networks, fuzzy logic, 
and so on) and hence do not belong at the schema level. This also reflects the fact that there 
can be generalization at several levels. 
Where much connectionism focuses on single networks being trained by a single 
learning rule, SBL stresses (i) composition besides decomposition, and (ii) integration of 
learning paradigms/aspects. 
(i) For instance, Jordan and Jacobs [6] assert that “The ME architecture solves complex 
function approximation problems by allocating different modules to different 
regions of input space. . . . If we now inquire about the internal structure of a module, 
however, we see that the same argument can be repeated. Perhaps it is better to 
split a module into simpler submodules . ..“. Hence, Jordan and Jacobs emphasize 
decomposition . . . and do not provide any dynamics to autonomously combine (in 
run time) structures to form new ones. This is contrary to SBL which specifically 
emphasizes composition. That is, incremental construction of new schemas based on 
the current stock of schemas. In this regard much work in connectionism has ignored 
both built-in structure and principles of organization. After all, much learning 
happens in already functioning systems. Learning from scratch is not adequate for 
learning in large, structured domains. 
(ii) SBL does not reject other learning methods but actually integrates different aspects 
of several of them. For instance, reinforcement learning (Barto [2]) is employed in 
the learning of goal schemas, error learning is employed in schema tuning, and 
unsupervised learning (Willshaw and von der Malsburg [12]; von der Malsburg 
[ 111) is used to construct topological mappings among previously unrelated spaces. 
Nevertheless, SBL goes beyond any of these single paradigms. For instance schema 
tuning in SBL would be the analogous to error learning in a neural network 
(e.g., Rumelhart et al. [lo]), whereas SBL schema construction goes beyond that by 
autonomous construction of new schemas and involves higher level processes than 
local synaptic plasticity in neural networks. Corbacho et al. [5] provide an example 
of schema construction in a lesion study (in the motor system of frogs) where a new 
schema has to be constructed to efficiently restore a pattern of interaction disrupted 
by the lesion. In this particular case no simple adaptation rule would have solved 
the problem unless part of the specific solution had initially been coded implicitly 
by the designer. 
We agree with Hanson that “the subtle interplay of perception and memory [is] a 
key element of schema acquisition and consequent usage”, yet Hanson fails to include 
the action component to close the action-perception cycle as well as the resultant 
feedback signals which result from interacting with the environment. In this respect SBL 
performs Coherence Maximization by which predictive schemas can guide learning (as 
well as acting) by structuring the credit assignment space. No matter how schemas are 
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implemented (neural nets are just one example-i.e., schemas are beyond neural nets), 
fundamental to SBL is a set of Principles of Organization. Among them we have: 
Coherence maximization: maximize the congruence between the result of an 
interaction and the expectations for that interaction. This includes the learning of 
cause-effect relations for previously unrelated events. 
Performance maximization: related to the achievement of goals which in turn are 
related to the reduction of internal drives. 
Topology: “closer” elements tend to be more related (this is important to bias the 
construction of a particular set of relations within the (usually) large combinatorial 
relational space). 
The schemas’ output elements are defined as patterns as they usually have internal 
structure. The ability to compare patterns is fundamental, for instance to check whether a 
pattern is getting closer or further from a “goal” pattern (learned in a previously successful 
interaction). Hence the notion of distance is fundamental and hence we use metric spaces 
for the schema’s output spaces. 
Due to space limitations we have only listed three of the main SBL principles of 
organization. Several authors have listed sets of Principles of Organization for the design 
of intelligent systems (Arbib and Liaw [l]; Pfeifer [g]; Corbacho and Arbib [4]). SBL 
integrates many of these inter-related principles of organization in an unifying way. 
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